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ABSTRACT

This paper examines in which ways the changing organizational routines of shipping (i.e., alliance formation and vertical integration in container terminal operations) are affecting the selection of ports of call in intercontinental liner service networks. It first provides a conceptual analysis of the interplay between changes (a) in the organizational routines of shipping lines as part of alliances, (b) the organizational routines at the level of terminal operations (i.e. direct carrier equity involvement in terminal operations) and (c) in port calling patterns. The empirical part examines the relationship between port choice of alliance members and the direct involvement of shipping lines in container terminals in North-West European ports. It does so using binary and non-binary data on the evolution of calling patterns on the North Europe-Far East trade from 2006 to 2017. In addition, the changes in both alliance formation during that period and in the container terminal involvement of carriers in North West European ports are addressed. By examining the relationship between port calling patterns of alliances and the terminal interests of alliance members, the paper addresses an under-researched theme in the extant literature on port choice/selection by carriers. The paper is also of value to port managers and shipping professionals in view of port strategy and planning decisions, as well as shipping strategy formulation.

1. Background and rationale of the study

The demand for container handling in seaports has seen strong growth in recent decades. Worldwide container port throughput increased from 88 million TEU in 1990 to approximately 535 million TEU in 2008. After a volume dip in 2009, caused by the economic and financial crisis, growth resumed at a lower growth rate to reach an estimated 691 million TEU in 2016 (Drewry, 2016a). The development of containerization went hand in hand with the creation of global container hubs. The 20 largest container ports handled 312 million TEU in 2015 or almost 45% of the world total (data port rankings compiled by Rotterdam Port Authority). The emerging worldwide container shipping networks reshaped global supply chain practices, supporting the globalization in production and consumption. Containerization has been a key driver of modern economic globalization (for a quantitative approach: Bernhøfen et al., 2016; for a qualitative one: Levinson, 2016) and the adoption of new supply chain practices (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2009; Fransoo and Lee, 2013).

The growing demand for maritime container transport has been met via vessel up-sizing. Larger vessels allow shipping lines to benefit from economies of scale at sea, but terminal operators and port authorities are pushed into making significant investments in equipment and nautical accessibility in view of reducing or eliminating potential diseconomies of scale of such large units in port (Tran and Haasis, 2015). The high requirements in terms of the adaptive capacity of ports and terminals (Notteboom, 2016) has triggered a debate on the (fair) distribution of costs and benefits between shipping lines and port operators when deploying ever-larger vessels (Merk et al., 2015). At the same, the number of weekly liner services on the North Europe-Far East trades, the most important East-West route in volume terms, evolved from 35 in 2006, 26 in 2012, 21 in 2015 to only 17 in the second quarter of 2017. Furthermore, the average ship size increased from 6164 TEU in 2006 to over 14,000 in 2017 (data compiled by authors based on online carrier schedules).

The combination of fewer services and larger ships has led to increased competition among container ports to act as a port of call...
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changes in the organizational routines of shipping lines as part of changes in the organizational routines at the level of terminal operations (i.e. direct carrier equity involvement in terminal operations and the dedication of terminal services to carriers) and changes in port calling patterns. The empirical part examines the actual relationship between port choice of alliance members and the direct involvement of shipping lines in container terminals in North-West European ports, using data on the evolution of calling patterns on the Europe-Far East trade from 2006 to 2017 in the light of changes in alliance formation during that period and the changes in the container terminal involvement of carriers in North West European ports.

The results draw attention to the role of inter-carrier dynamics and the terminal interests of carriers in explaining the calling pattern behaviour of these shipping lines. In this sense, the paper also has value to port and shipping professionals in view of port strategy and planning decisions, as well as shipping strategy formulation.

2. A literature review on the role of terminal ownership and alliance formation by carriers in port choice

2.1. Factors affecting port and terminal selection

Port selection/choice is a complex process, which has been studied from various perspectives. Most studies dealing with the choice behaviour of shippers and third-party logistics service providers focus on modal choice and carrier selection, instead of port selection (Lam and Dai, 2012). These market players, however, have an impact on port selection, as changes in supply chains force ports and terminals to seek effective integration into these supply chains (Mangan et al., 2008). Song and Panayides (2008) provide a conceptual contribution to the measurement and quantification of such integration efforts. From previous studies, the main selection criteria of logistics companies and shippers can be identified (see e.g. Nir et al., 2003; Tiwari et al., 2003): a competitive price of port services, reliable services, low time costs for goods, cargo security and damage prevention, facilitation through the use of information platforms and good intermodal connectivity to the hinterland.

The direct impact of shippers and other cargo interests on terminal operations depends on the commodity and type of terminal activity. Typically, in the container business, there are no contractual arrangements between terminal operators and shippers (or their representatives such as freight forwarders). The market demand is exerted indirectly via the shipping lines that have contractual arrangements with the terminal operators.

The port choice criteria used by shipping lines are well documented (see literature overviews provided in Linn et al., 2004; Tongzon and Sawant, 2007; Chang et al., 2008; Wiegmans et al., 2008; and Lam and Dai, 2012), with four distinctive groups of selection factors relevant to shipping lines distinguished in the extant literature; these factors are related to the demand profile of the port or terminal, the supply profile, the market profile and carrier dynamics linked to carrier operations and cooperation.

Fig. 2 conceptualises the port selection process by container lines, combining these four groups of selection factors. The shaded areas refer to decision variables in liner service design. They include the choice on the liner service type (e.g. direct service vs. transhipment), the number and order of port calls, vessel speed, service frequency and vessel size and fleet mix.

From a conceptual point of view, the terminal ownership of shipping lines (or their affiliate companies) and the strategic alliance dynamics among shipping lines belong to the fourth category of port selection factors (see textbox at the bottom right of Fig. 2).

However, existing studies offer limited insights into the impact of the involvement of carriers in alliances and in container terminals on port choice/selection by carriers. A decade ago, Wiegmans et al. (2008) demonstrated that strategic considerations at the company level play a role in port and terminal selection. These strategic considerations include alliance developments and the location of container terminals of the carrier or alliance. Other strategic factors include the fit of the port in the trade (or string), the location of key customers, present contracts with independent terminal operators, and the location of decision makers (head office vs. more regional offices). Along the same lines, Slack et al. (2002) noted that port choice was subject to negotiations among
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